Abstract-Face veins based personal identification is a challenging task in the field of identity verification of a person. It is because many other techniques are not identifying the uniqueness of a person in the universe. This research paper finds the uniqueness of a person on the basis of face veins based technique. In this paper five different persons face veins images have been used with different rotation angles (left/right 90 0 to 270 0 and 315 0 ). For each person, eight different images at different rotations were used and for each of these images the same minimum cost minutiae tree (MCMT) is obtained. Here, Prim"s or Kruskal"s algorithm is used for finding the MCMT from a minutiae graph.
I. INTRODUCTION
In earlier days various types of techniques were used in the field of personal identification. In order to identify a person, the attributes like his/her A/c number; Driving License; and PAN (Permanent Account Number) card etc were used in the earlier stage of the research. But, these techniques were not much effective and successful for identifying a person. After some time, different techniques based on human biographic identifier technique came into existence. Human biography such as his/her profession, education, marital status, and address were also used for uniquely identifying a person. In the current scenario researchers are using biometric systems for personal identification. The biometric systems are based on physiological and behavioral features. In this approach iris, hand vein, DNA matching, face vein, palm vein, heart beat pulse, fingerprint, voice recognition and gait signatures were used to identify a person [32] .
In order to scan biometric features specific devices like Infrared Cameras (IR), Near Infra-Red (NIR), Low Wave Infrared (LWIR), Short-Wave Infra-Red (SWIR) and Mid-Wave Infra-Red (MWIR) camera were used. The thermal images are used to show the blood vessels and structure of human face veins [6] [9] [10] [14] . The thermal image shows thermal temperature variations across the facial vasculature and tissue vessels of a human face. The physical touch based interaction is not required in capturing thermal images of a person. The thermal images are also used for the diagnosis of complex diseases. Therefore, the thermal images are useful in the fields like: Engineering, Medical, Space technology and biomedical engineering etc [2] [4] .
Face veins based identification is an advanced technique which is used for personal identification. In the face veins based techniques, the thermal image of a person is taken with the help of IR camera [3] [9] . Only IR cameras are eligible for showing the structures of face veins and blood vessels that carry the warm blood in all body parts, and it is the ultimate reason due to which the human skin is warm in nature. It is observed that every person has unique face veins structure and it helps in identifying a person. Superficial and filtration methods are used for getting the face veins images and the diameter of a face vein is 10 to 15 micro meters [33] . The face veins are affected by the impact of temperature and mental tension because the circulation of blood is dependent on the blood vessels. The veins start changing its structure and size if the temperature of body increases. Due to the expansion in veins, tension is generated. Due to tension, the diameter of veins is reduced, and it has very high impact on the circulatory system. The sample of actual image, thermal image, face veins image and thinned face veins patterns is represented by fig. 1 [13] .
In this paper we have presented a new technique for identifying a person using face veins patterns. The proposed technique is using some important steps like extracting face veins from thermal image; thinning face veins; constructing minutiae graph (MG) from the thinned face veins image; finding minimum cost minutiae tree (MCMT); traversing MCMT and matching the results. Sample of actual image, thermal image, face veins image and thinned face veins [13] In the next section II we have described and reviewed the literature of research papers published on the topic related to face veins based personal identification. In section III we have developed mathematical model for describing the structure of our proposed technique. In the section IV we have proposed a new method for identifying a person using face veins features. The proposed method is converted in the form of algorithms in this section. In section V, we have analyzed the performance of our proposed algorithm and the results of proposed technique are compared with other existing techniques for standard (Terrivic Dataset) and self generated datasets [28] . In section VI, the conclusion and future research directions are presented.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Mottl Vadim et al. used elastic transformation method for identifying the unique face of a person on the basis of two pixel grid [22] . Shiguang Shan et al. proposed Face Specific Subspace based approach to identify the unique faces of persons. The comparison of results was done by using Yale Face Database. In this approach 350 subjects were used for robustness testing [31] . Leonardo Trujillo et al. has used local and global feature extraction based approach to solve the problems of face recognition. They have used Support Vector Machine based algorithm for the classification of face [33] . Marc Garbey et al. used fast Fourier transformation based method for detecting the face and he used the pulse rate for measuring the temperature of vessels on the basis of blood flow [9] . Gang Wang Jian et al. have used infrared images for extracting the features of a person"s face. They used face detection and feature extraction method for analyzing the face veins of a person [35] .
Buddharaju Pradeep et al. used thermal image for extracting the vessels and blood perfusion for showing the face veins just like a finger veins with the help of facial vasculature structure [3] . Arandjelovic Ognegen et al. proposed a technique in which they first took visual images and then took thermal images and these images were compared with the help of principle of angle and data processing [2] . Chennamma et al. proposed a MRF model for human face recognition. The use of MRF model involves drawing a sketch image and matches it to the photo image [6] .
Martinez Brais et al. identified the human face through thermal images and they compared eyes, nose and mouth of other human faces with the help of Haar Wavelet Decomposition (HWD) method [19] . Mekyska Jiri et al. proposed thermal face segmentation method for segmenting the thermal images. The coordinates of these segmented thermal images were taken for identifying persons [20] . The LWIR camera was used by Gault Travis et al. for capturing a thermal image. The vessels selection, pulse measurement and wavelet transformation were used for multi-resolution analysis of thermal images [10] .
Chen Cunjian et al. used the thermal images and NIR images of human faces for identifying the gender with the help of LBHP method. Here, PCA and GMM model were used for gender identification of human faces and the method can successfully recognize the gender of a person through face [5] . Cho Siu Yeung et al. developed TIFA, Fuzzy CMAC and Neural Network based model for detecting unique person through face veins [7] . The proposed method identifies a person accurately. Hartung Daniel et al. used hand veins and finger veins for identifying a person. He designed and developed BVPR system which uses spectral minutiae patterns for solving the problem of personal identification [14] [15] .
Guzman Ana et al. developed a method in which a thermal image is registered with the help of FLIRT technique. The feature extraction, noise removal, image morphology and thermal facial signature were applied on the registered image for identity verification [12] . Seal Ayan et al. used LBP and HWT based approach for identifying a person uniquely. In this method the researchers described that the thermal image is converted into gray scale image and the gray scale image is converted into binary image. The binary image is compared with other images for identity verification [27] [28] [26] . The thermal face recognition system developed by [27] [28] has two parts; image processing and classification. The researchers Seal Ayan et al. performed minutiae points based activities to compare the face veins of two persons [27] [28] . Here, TFRS based technique was used by [30] to compute the minutiae points from the thermal image.
Chekmenev Sergey et al. used the superficial temporal artery methods for measuring the arterial pulse and they used multi-resolution wavelet based signal analysis methods for extracting arterial pulse wave [4] . Kuratate Takaaki et al. used 3D appearance image for generation identification. The 3D appearance image is also used in robot navigation, object identification and human robot interaction. Here, mask-bot was used to identify the gender of humanoid robotics face [17] [16] . Lavanya et al. used thermal image for representing the vasculature and blood perfusion. The vasculature emits heat due to the flow of blood via veins. These blood veins are used for comparing the facial structures of two images of the same persons or different persons [18] . Nithyakalyani et al. proposed human biometric system for identifying a person uniquely on the basis of facial feature [24] .
III. MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURE OF PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
Let "U" is a universal set which contains values of edges of five different sets for a person. It is represented with {"A", "B", "C", "D", "E"} and each set contains the pairing values of edges and vertices. The minutiae points of face veins graph are represented by vertices ("v") and edges connecting these minutiae points are represented by "e". The pairing values of {"u", "e" and "v"} are stored in each set where, "u" represents starting of vertices, "e" represents edge length between vertices and "v" represents ending of vertices of face veins graph. A= {(u 1 , e 1 , v 1 ), (u 2 , e 2 , v 2 ) … (u n , e n , v n )} B= {(u 1 , e 1 , v 1 ), (u 2 , e 2 , v 2 ) ... (u n , e n , v n )} C= {(u 1 , e 1 , v 1 ), (u 2 , e 2 , v 2 ) ... (u n , e n , v n )} D= {(u 1 , e 1 , v 1 ), (u 2 , e 2 , v 2 )… (u n , e n , v n )} E= {(u 1 , e 1 , v 1 ), (u 2 , e 2 , v 2 )… (u n , e n , v n )}
U= {A U B U C U D U E}
(1) 
Definition of Minutiae Graph
The vertices ("v") and edges ("e") of a face veins image are represented in the form of graph called as Minutiae Graph (MG). A minutiae graph (MG) has many spanning trees; but one and only one amongst them will be the Minimum Cost Minutiae Tree (MCMT).
Definition of Minutiae Tree
A spanning tree of a minutiae graph will be called as Minutiae Tree (MT). A minutiae tree will be generated from MG and it will include all the vertices of MG but no circuit will be formed in the MG.
The minutiae graph and the corresponding minutiae tree for face veins of a person can be represented by figures 2 and 3 respectively. Every person"s face veins are connected and are forming a minutiae graph (MG). Every MG has a spanning tree. The spanning tree of a MG is called as minutiae tree (MT). Therefore, we can say that every person"s face veins pattern will have at least one MT.
Hence, theorem 1 is proved. Theorem 2: For a MG there exists one and only one Minimum Cost Minutiae Tree (MCMT).
Proof: Let "US" is a universal set that contains the pair of vertices & edge values of a MG. Let us take another set {"W", "X", "Y", "Z"} which represents different cost minutiae trees and it contains minimum edge values of the graph. The set "US" can be mathematically represented by Eq. (2) .
We can generate different spanning trees from Eq.(2) and the paths of these spanning trees can be represented by Eq. (3), Eq. (4), Eq. (5) and Eq. (6).
In Eq. (3) to Eq.(6), P 1 , P 2 , ..P n are representing different paths of spanning trees and "W", "X;, "Y", "Z" are representing different cost MCMTs. The Eq. (7) to Eq. (10) is used to calculate the edge values of every minimum cost spanning tree (MCST).
Since, we select the minimum cost edges for constructing the minimum cost spanning tree in Kruskal"s method. Therefore, the paths generated in Eq. (3), Eq.(4), Eq. (5) and Eq.(6) will be exactly same and Eq. (7) to Eq.(10) will return the same numeric values for path traversal.
Since, Prim"s and Kruskal"s method generate the same minimum cost spanning tree (MCST) and the MCST for a MG is called MCMT. Therefore, we can say that one and only one MCMT exists for a MG.
Hence, the theorem is proved. The complex form of MG for the face veins patterns can be represented by fig. 5 . In the fig. 5 , each vertex is representing a minutiae point and these minutiae points are connected with each other through edges. The number of pixels between two minutiae points is representing the edge length.
The Eq. (11) is used for calculating the cost of minutiae graph.
Cost of MG (CMG) = ∑
Where, n represents total number of edges in the MG and  MG, ( + < n). Hence, for every MG the number of vertices will always be less than the number of edges.
Let us define the variables which are used for representing our proposed algorithm for face veins based personal identification. fig. 6 can be traversed in pre-order to obtain the string which will be used in the smartcard for identity verification.
The Eq. (12) represents the total number of minutiae points of the minimum cost minutiae tree.
The cost of a minutiae tree is represented by Eq. (13).
CMT=∑
In Eq. (13), CMT is representing the cost of minutiae tree, and "m" < "n" where "m" is representing number of edges and "n" is representing number of vertices in a MT.
The Eq. (14) will represent the calculation of edge values with vertices after completing the traversal process.
We have already proved that the MCMT obtained in fig. 6 is unique for every person"s face veins patterns. The Prim"s algorithm which is used for finding minimum cost spanning tree can be represented in Eq. (15) .
M= {(n, P[n]): n Є N-{x} -Q}
In Eq. (15), "M" is a set that contains minimum cost minutiae values, P[n] is representing the parent vertices, {x} represents root vertices and {Q} represents the sequence of traversing the vertices and edges of a MCMT.
If a MCMT has no vertices and edges then the value will be zero and the algorithm will be terminated. The termination condition for our proposed algorithm is represented by Eq. (16) .
M= {(n, P[n]): n ε N-{x}}
The total cost of pre-order traversal for vertices and edges of a MCMT can be represented by Eq. (17) . Finally, on the basis of these mathematical derivations and equations we conclude that every person has unique MCMT traversal and this string will stored in database repository for identifying a person.
IV. THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
The minimum cost minutiae tree based thermal face identification is proposed in this section. The proposed technique uses following steps for processing thermal face image of a person:
Step I: Extract face veins from thermal image of a person.
Step II: Finding minutiae points from the face veins pattern.
Step III: Construct minutiae graph from minutiae points which includes breakage patterns also.
Step IV: Find minimum cost minutiae tree for the minutiae graph of a person. Step V: Traverse the minimum cost minutiae tree in pre-order/post-order/in-order.
Step VI: Use the vertices and edges of traversed MCMT to obtain the string which will be used for identifying a person.
A. Extracting Face Veins from Thermal Image
After selecting the thermal image, we have proceeded to extract the features of thermal images. The face veins extraction uses following steps for finding the face veins image of a person:
Step I: Face Segmentation (In this step thermal images will be processed and segmented.)
Step II: Noise Removal (After completing the face segmentation process the noise removal process will be used to remove noise disturbances like hair, neck, and ear. The Perona-Malik-Anistropic filter is used for noise removal [13] .)
Step III: Image Morphology (After completing the noise removal, we will use image morphology process.)
Step IV: Post Processing (Here, skeletonization process is used to reduce the foreground region.)
Step V: Generation of Face veins Image (Here, the face veins pattern is obtained. This step is important for finding minutiae points.)
B. Finding Minutiae points from Face Veins Patterns of a Person
In a minutiae graph the minutiae points are represented by vertices of graph and the number of pixels between two adjacent minutiae points are represented by edge length of the graph. The approach used for obtaining minutiae points from face veins pattern uses thirty two situations. These situations are used to get the vertices of a minutiae graph which will be drawn from the face veins patterns. The cases used to obtain minutiae points from the face veins patterns are presented in figure 7 .
The minutiae points are obtained after using cases from m1 to m24 of fig. 7 and the breakage points or end vertices are obtained from the cases m25 to m32 of the same figure. 
C. Finding Minimum Cost Minutiae Tree (MCMT) from Minutiae Graph
The adjacent minutiae points obtained after applying the conditions of fig. 7 are joined together to obtain the minutiae graph. Now, the minutiae graph will be given as input to construct the Minimum Cost Minutiae Tree (MCMT).
The algorithm for constructing MCMT from a minutiae graph is presented in fig. 8 . In fig. 8 , "g' represents at least one vertex of the minutiae graph, "t" represents number of vertices in minutiae graph, "u i " represents starting vertex, "v i " represents end vertex and "e i " represents edge of vertices.
Input: Minutiae Graph

D. Constructing Identification String from MCMT
We can traverse the MCMT in pre-order/ post-order/ in-order to get the identification string. But, in our research work we have used the pre-order traversal based approach for constructing the identification string because the pre-order traversal takes minimum time in comparison to other traversal algorithms.
The identification string will consist of vertices and edge lengths of MCMT. The algorithm used for finding vertices and edges of traversed string from MCMT is presented in fig. 9 . In fig. 9 , "r' represents root vertex of minutiae tree, The "CurrentNode' represents selected minutiae points of MCMT and "leftChild' represents the left side vertices of MCMT, "rightChild' represents the right side vertices of MCMT. Each person will have a unique MCMT preorder traversal value called "identification string" and this string will be used in the smart card memory for further identification.
Input
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To analyze the performance of our proposed technique we need to execute the following steps:
Step1: Collection of Face veins Image.
Step 2: Make Minutiae Graph.
Step 3: Find Minimum Cost Minutiae Tree.
Step 4: Result Comparison. These steps are presented in the sub sections A, B, C and D in section five of this paper. More over the sub sections E, F and G are presenting the detailed analysis of results and the comparison of proposed technique with other standard techniques is also discussed. 
A. Collection of Face Veins Image
In this step the Infra-Red (IR) camera is used for taking thermal images. Perona-Malik-Anistropic filter is used for finding the face veins image [13] . We have taken eight face veins images of the same person at different angle rotations for the experimentation purpose; total five person"s images are stored in our own data set. The dimensions of each image must be 120×120. These images are represented in figures 10(a), 10(b), 10(c), 10(d) and 10(e).
B. Generating Minutiae Graph from Face Veins Patterns
After finding the face veins image, a MATLAB program is used for generating minutiae graph. In our experiment we performed operation on image whose size must be 120 x 120 pixels. The steps used to generate minutiae graph from face veins patterns of a person are as follows:
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Step 1: Thinned the image.
Step 2: Found the minutiae points.
Step 3: Generated line graph. The detailed description of these steps (step 1 to step 3) is presented in following three parts:
(i) Thinned Images of Different Persons for the Face Veins Patterns
The face veins image is converted into binary image (Black &White) using im2bw(image, level) MATLAB function and then the bwmorph(image, 'option', level) function is used to generate the thinned images shown in fig. 11 . The thinned images of fig. 11 show that each thinned image has bifurcation / trifurcation points and breakage points. The bifurcation / trifurcation points of face veins patterns will be considered as the minutiae points. The MCMT can be obtained from a minutiae graph of face veins patterns.
If we use either Kruskal"s or Prim"s algorithm for finding MCMT from a minutiae graph then same MCMT is obtained for all the rotations of a minutiae graph. Therefore, rotated face veins images at different angles of a person for fig. 11 will result in the same MCMT. Hence, we have taken the first face veins image of each person from fig. 11 for further processing.
(ii) Finding Minutiae Points from the Thinned Image
We have performed clean(), close(), majority(), branchpoints(), and shrink() functions on the thinned image of fig. 11 to get the minutiae points of fig. 12 . 
(iii)Generating Line Graphs from Minutiae Points
After generating minutiae points for a thinned face veins image we can generate a line graph by connecting the minutiae points. The MATLAB function sparse (image) is used to find the coordinates of each minutia point and plot(X coordinate, Y coordinate) function is used generate the line graph. The line graph generated for each person"s minutiae points of figure 12 is presented in fig. 13 .
After analyzing the line graphs of fig. 13 we can say that each person"s face veins have a unique line graph. The line graphs of every person"s face veins pattern is completely different from other persons. The results of figure 13 show that each person is having a unique line graph which is obtained by connecting the nearest minutiae points with each other. The minutiae graph of figure 12 and the line graph of figure 13 are useful for constructing the MCMT.
C. Generating the MCMT from Minutiae Graph
The nearest minutiae points are connected with each other with the help of line() function of MATLAB to construct minimum cost minutiae tree. The MCMTs for minutiae points of fig. 12 are presented in fig. 14 .
After analyzing the results of fig. 14 it is observed that each person has a unique MCMT and for different face veins of the same person we get the MCMT. The MCMTs of fig. 14 can be traversed in pre-order / postorder / in-order to obtain the final string which may be used for further identification of a person. 
D. Traversal of MCMT and Comparing the Results
We have used pre-order traversal for traversing the MCMT which is given in Fig.15 . A vertex is selected as the start vertex. The arrows of figure 15 show the direction and sequence of vertices which we have traversed and the traversal results are shown by arrow in fig. 15 .
The top vertex from the upper port of the tree is selected as the start vertex. The start vertex is marked as a circle in fig. 15 . While traversing a MCMT in pre-order we include vertices and edge lengths to form the string.
The pre-order traversal for MCMT of fig. 15 will use following g three steps:
Step I: Traverse the root vertex in pre-order.
Step II: Traverse the left edge and the left node in preorder.
Step III: Traverse the right edge and right node of MCMT in pre-order.
Step IV: Repeat the steps from step I to step III until all the vertices and edges are not traversed. The pre-order traversal and the corresponding graphical representation of fig. 15 show that each person"s face veins has a unique structure for pre-order traversal of MCMTs.
E. Generating String Code for MCMT
After completing the traversal process we have generated a string code for MCMT to compare the face veins pattern of one person with another person. It is observed and found in the experiments that each person has a unique string code values. Before generating the string code values we need to find edge length between vertices.
The vertices and the corresponding edge length values for MCMTs of figure 15 are presented in figure 16 . The red circled vertices of fig. 16 show the start vertices. These start vertices will be used for pre-order traversal and these vertices will be useful constructing the MCMT traversal string. In the figure 16 , if the number of vertices in a MCMT is "n" then the number of edges will be "n-1". The value of "n" plays an important role in the compression of face veins pattern of a person.
F. Comparison of Different Persons Using String Code
In this phase we compare the pre-ordered traversed vertices and edge length values (string) of one person with another person. We deviated the edge length values from -5 to +5 in a simulated environment for robustness testing. Further, we observed that if the deviation of edge length values for a person is below -5 or above +5 then the matching results decrease abruptly. If the string values of two persons have match percentage above 80% and above then it means that both the strings for the face veins pattern are belonging to the same person. In other cases where the match percentage is below 80% then we assume that face veins strings are belonging to different persons.
In our experiments we observed that match percentage of face veins MCMT traversal strings for two different persons is below 30% and for the same person it is above 80%. The vertices and edge lengths for pre-order traversal of MCMTs are presented in fig. 17 .
P1={ (1, 3) , (2, 4) , (3, 13) , (4, 28) , (5, 26) , (6, 18) , (7, 24) , (8, 29) , (9, 24) , (10, 11) , (11, 17) , (12, 33) , (13, 47) , (14, 50) , (15, 51) , (16, 57) , (17, 53) , (18, 45) , (19, 26) , (20, 53) , (21, 43) , (22, 53) , (23, 3) , (24, 1) , (25, 12) , (26, 20) , (27, 30) , (28, 53) , (29, 61) , (30, 68) , (31, 71) , (32, 79) , (33, 62) , In the figure 17, vertices and edge lengths between two vertices are represented with the help of integer values. In fig. 17 , the first integer value represents vertices and second integer value represents edge length. If each integer value of MCMT is occupying two bytes space in memory then the total size of memory occupied the MCMT traversal of a person"s face veins will be calculated using Eq. (19) .
Total size of MCMT = [2n 1 +2(n 1 -1)]
 Total size of MCMT= 4n 1 -2 (18) In Eq. (18), "n 1 " represent number of vertices and "n 1 -1" represent number of edge lengths of MCMT. The size of MCMT traversal for face veins image of a person for fig.  17 will be approximately 600 bytes whereas the actual size of face veins image is approximately 16KB. Hence, a face veins image of 16KB is compressed into 600 bytes in our proposed technique.
G. Result Comparison of MCMT based Technique with Other Techniques
We have compared the performance of pre-ordered traversed vertices and edge lengths of MCMTs for different persons in our proposed technique. The performance of our proposed technique with other techniques and the comparison results are presented in tables 1 and 2.
In our experimentation it is observed that the rotation of face veins image does not affect the construction of MCMTs.
The results of table 1 show that our proposed technique is clearly identifying individuals on the basis of MCMT traversal of face veins patterns. Further, the results of table 1 show that the persons are differing in their face veins patterns. We have compared the performance of our proposed algorithm with other algorithms in table 2. We used standard datasets (like Terrivic Dataset) and self generated fabricated face veins for analyzing the performance of our proposed algorithm [28] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this research work we have presented a noble face veins based MCMT traversal technique for identifying individuals. It is observed in experiments that each person has a unique MCMT leading to a unique string code for the face veins pattern. A person can be identified on the basis of MCMT traversal string of face veins images.
Face veins pattern can also be used for identifying identical twins and fraternal twins. We need to develop and test the new technique for the cases of identical twins identification. We can combine behavioural features of a person such as gate signature, hand writing, and body language with the face veins pattern for further improving the matching results of our proposed technique.
